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                    Stylish, innovative audioBlue Aura is a British company that develop a range of audio products designed to offer stylish and innovative sound solutions for all your listening requirements.

 

 

 

                  

                

              

            

          

                    

        

                
          

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    PG2 TurntableAesthetically and sonically matched to our range of amplifiers, PG2 can be easily added to any existing hi-fi system.

 Find out more                     

                

              

            

          

                    
                    

        

                
          

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Blue 1 Audio SystemEnjoy the most musical sound that’s synonymous with a brand steeped in audiophile heritage

 Find out more                     
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				Blue Aura is excited to announce that we are now the exclusive UK reseller for the prestigious German audio brand Nubert.	
				


                For over four decades, Nubert have been developing HiFi components that reproduce sound recordings as faithfully as possible: Nubert loudspeakers and amplifiers for high-quality stereo systems; subwoofers, sound-bars and surround speakers for home theatre, active loudspeakers for multimedia applications or professional audio production.
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          Sign up

          Keep up to date with the latest news, new products and offers from Blue Aura. 

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      

                      

                    

                    
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                  

                

              

            

          

           
           
        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          Our reviews
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After setup complete and first listen: I’m amazed. What a fantastic sound. Pure, clear, natural. Blue Aura did a damn good job.

                
                Thomas, Germany                VIEW MORE 

                 

            

          

                    
            
              
                
PG1 -Thought I would let you know you have another very satisfied customer.  I have rigged up pg1 to a preamp and then through to a Cambridge A1 and out of some tannoy mx4 speakers. To my ear and my wife’s, it has never sounded better. Very very pleased with the quality and value of the turntable and the set-up.

                
                PS UK                VIEW MORE 

                 

            

          

                    
            
              
                
I really have to say you nailed it with the V40, if perfection exists then this is it. I allowed the system to be broken in gently for a few days and wow the sound is amazing. As I previously stated I have only nothing but praise for Blue Aura and the great customer service and products that you provide consider me part of the Blue Aura family

                
                KM Bedford                VIEW MORE 

                 

            

          

                    
            
              
                
“I saw the Black line at Harbour City in HK. It sounded way above excellent given it’s mini size which shocked me! You have a world-class product!”

                
                Peter, Singapore                VIEW MORE 

                 

            

          

                    
            
              
                
Blackline Home Audio System




“The packing was great and everything in superb condition. I love the fact that the turntable is Bluetooth so can be situated anywhere, this does not, as far as I can hear, degrade the sound at all. The sound is fantastic and very defined and as you mentioned earlier the sound definitely gets better as the valves warm up.  






                
                PB Scotland                VIEW MORE 

                 

            

          

                  

      

    

  




  
    
      
        
          
             
              
                	
                    

                  


              

            

             

          

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  ABOUT

                

                	About us
	News
	Blog
	Press
	Testimonials


              

            

            
              
                
                  INFORMATION

                

                	How to buy
	Where to buy
	Distributors
	Product information
	Log in/create account


              

            

            
              
                
                  POLICIES

                

                	Privacy policy
	Terms & conditions
	Worldwide guarantee
	Copyright information
	Ethical policy statement


              

            

            
              
                
                  CONTACT

                

                	Phone: +44 (0)1480 477738 
	E-mail: [email protected]
	Contact details
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